
  ADDRESS: STUDIO 3 ARTS, BOUNDARY ROAD, BARKING , IG11 7JR – TEL: 020 8594 7136 

MENTAL SPAGHETTI RESIDENCY - STUDIO 3 ARTS , BARKING
FREE 3 HOUR WORKSHOPS & EXHIBITION –   FROM 6-24/07/15

Mental Spaghetti has teamed up with Studio 3 Arts in Barking, East 
London, to deliver six creative arts workshops and a three week 
exhibition, featuring work by emerging and established artists who 
all have lived experience of mental health difficulty. 

CREATIVE WRITING/DRAWING WORKSHOPS: TUE 07 1-4PM, THUR 09, 10AM-1PM
• JOHN HEGLEY, POET AND COMEDIAN, LEADS THE CREATIVE WRITING

AND DRAWING WORKSHOP, (*TUE ARRIVE AT 1PM, THUR ARRIVE AT 10AM  
FOR ONE HOUR PLASTER CASTING SESSION - SEE NOTES BELOW)

PRINT WORKSHOPS: TUE 14, THUR 16 JULY, 2-5PM
• SUSAN ROYLE, PRINTMAKER AND PAINTER, LEADS THE WOODCUT RELIEF 
PRINTMAKING WORKSHOP. 

PLASTER SCULPTURE WORKSHOPS: TUE 21, THUR 24 JULY, 2-5PM
• MARIE-LOUISE PLUM, MULTIDISCIPLINARY ARTIST, LEADS THE PLASTER 
SCULPTURE WORKSHOP. 

WORKSHOP INFORMATION

The workshops are free of charge and all take place at Studio 3 Arts (address at top of
page). The creative writing and drawing workshop will be pen/pencil drawings. In the
printmaking workshop, we will be making woodcut relief prints and ink will be oil based.
Sculpture workshops will be using plaster of paris.

The outcome of the three workshops is a small body of portfolio standard work based on a
theme, or brief. The intention is to then photograph and mount this work in a future
workshop, for participants to be able to add to an existing portfolio, or to start one. 

The workshops are led by established writers, artists and printmakers, running from 2-5pm
each Tuesday and Thursday (except the creative writing and drawing workshop – see notes)
from Monday 6th July until Friday 24th July. All materials provided.

Here comes the only very slightly complicated part...which also makes these workshops so
interesting.

The idea is that we split the six workshops into two groups – so, in total, each group will
attend at least one of three workshops (it is possible to attend all six workshops, but bear in
mind they will be repeated, the second workshop in the same week is not an extension of
the first workshop). 

The workshops are designed to lead into each other, starting with John Hegley's creative
writing and drawing. The printmaking workshop will follow on the theme of the creative
writing and drawing work, then the sculpture will follow on from the print workshop. The
final outcome of the three sessions (or more, for the eager beavers) will be a small body of
varied disciplines of work on the same theme, or brief.

Of course, due to various reasons, it may not be possible for all participants to attend each
session of the three workshops. If you cannot attend all three workshops, that's fine, you
can just pick up where we left off in the last workshop. 



NOTES

*Please note that the first hour prior to the creative writing and drawing workshop, on both
Tuesday 7th and Thursday 9th, will be spent casting plaster forms to be worked on in the
sculpture workshops in week three (this way we allows the plaster to dry, to be worked on
in the future sculpture session, where we will carve, burnish and decorate the plaster
objects).

* If you are only interested in attending the creative writing and drawing workshop, or
cannot attend the future sculpture workshop for any reason, you should arrive at 2pm on
Tuesday 7th and 11am on Thursday 9th July for the John Hegley workshops.

EXHIBITION INFORMATION
Our Barking exhibition features work from Jan Arden, Marie-Louise Plum, Lazz
Ozerden and David Feingold. Opening hours: Mon-Fri, 09:30-17:30
Private View: Friday 10th July, 6-9pm – all welcome.

Jan Arden: Jan will be exhibiting large scale detailed shamanistic drawings, combining
Celtic knot-work with African faces and south American Shamanistic Aztec priests,
 peoples, animals, symbols and shapes. He creates what he sees on the paper after moving
the Biro in dance-like movements, eyes closed and reaching into the subconscious for
inspiration and guidance. With no formal training Jan considers himself an Outsider Artist,
unbridled and free to express all that he needs through the medium of his artistic talent. Jan
was born in Dublin, Ireland, of mixed Irish Dominican parentage and weaves together the
cultural style and artistic influences of his heritage. 

Marie-Louise Plum: Marie will be exhibiting a variety of drawing, paint and collage, and her 
collection of illustrated masks, all focusing on themes of collecting, preservation, letting go,
memory, mental states, sense of self and identity. Marie-Louise is a multidisciplinary artist 
whose work takes shape as long-term, thoroughly documented research projects which 
more often than not follow themes of social alienation, personal boundaries, subversion, 
ambiguity and mortality. Marie does this through the medium of drawing, painting, collage 
and collecting. She also builds and makes objects and site-specific, interactive installations.

Lazz Ozerden: Lazz will be exhibiting his acrylic paintings on canvas, “a place to scream
into, just like into a night sky, the lover to make love with, the runaway place, the shadow in
the dark that brings me light and makes me free.” He “paints mainly to get rid of my demons
or dream about 'The Women'.”

David Feingold: David, a 'visual designer', will be exhibiting his digital collages. He has
found a way to turn pain into pictures and anguish into art – which he calls Disability Art - in
the form of digital visual assemblages. “My art is inseparable from my visceral experience
of life with bipolar disorder, seizure disorder and ADHD, stemming from a pedestrian car
accident. Fortunately, I was the pedestrian, not the driver. The driver has likely amassed
his/her fair share of bad karma for leaving the scene of the accident—and me, unconscious.
In a world made personal through the lens of my impairments, I have found a way to
communicate my innermost feelings about the self behind the impairments; the self behind
the cognitive and emotional deficits; the self behind the sometimes disparaged social
persona. My art exposes and expresses not only my vulnerabilities, but my defiance in
succumbing to the slippery slope of despair. Thus, nested in my disability remains my
strongest ability — hope.
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